FEATURES OF THE

SOL A FOOTRING
HALO
WORK S T OOL
The shape of support for low-to-high stools.
The revolutionary, upgraded Halo Footring found
on BodyBilt’s Sola Workstool provides the user
with custom adjustability for support at the perfect
height.
The Halo easily adjusts for sitting at desk and
counter heights, as well as for various leg
lengths. The latest updates to the hub make
this functionality even easier to use and lock in
place. Combined with its many design features,
this flexibility means more comfort and better
ergnonomic support.

FIRST-CLASS FUNCTIONALITY

•
•
•
•
•

Height-adjustable with TaperLock™
Adjustment Hub
Scalloped indention for additional comfort
Larger, sturdier base
Textured surface with raised grooves for
better traction and grip
Cleanroom capable to Class 100

HEAVENLY HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT IMPROVED

The Halo Footring has been newly updated
to make it even easier to adjust the footring
height - and lock it securely into position.
The Halo’s TaperLock™ Technology makes
going from desk to stool height on the Sola
Workstool simple and easy. Simply twist to
unlock, position to the height that you need,
then twist to lock back in place.
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HALO FOOTRING
EXTRA WIDE 26” DIAMETER

The extra width removes any need for costly footring
extensions. The larger size allows for a preferred
“open-angle” leg positioning rather than tucked under
as with smaller footrings - which can potentially restrict
blood circulaion.
17” SCALLOPED INDENTION

This unique feature gives the user an option to have no
footring interference at lower seat heights (such as desk
level), but to take full advantage of the footring while at
taller heights (such as lab counter heights).
TAPERLOCK™ HUB ASSEMBLY

A patented new design is employed with the TaperLock™
Hub, which makes height adjustments quick and easy. A
simple twist unlocks the hub and once it is repositioned,
another twist locks the hub firmly in place. This is unlike
any other footring in the market.

TEXTURED & CHANNELED SURFACES

Specially textured surfaces provide for
non-skid, solid footing with a superior
grip - while remaining aesthetically
pleasing.

HONEYCOMBED UNDERSUPPORT

27” MARQUIS BASE

This is similar to the underside of our
Marquis Base, and has proven to be
a very strong and durable structural
element.

The Halo Footring is designed to
work with our 27” Marquis Base. The
footring spokes align perfectly with
the base spokes. The base will never
tip, even when standing fully upright
on the footring.

AMERICAN-MADE PRODUCT
Buying American-made products keeps our
economy thriving, and means you are opting for
better quality, safety, and labor requirements.

Contact your local sales representative
for more information:
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